2016 Carnie Smith Stadium
ACCESS INFORMATION

- ALL ACCESS CREDENTIAL: ACCESS TO ANY AREA IN STADIUM
- MEDIA CREDENTIAL: ACCESS TO FIELD, SIDELINE, PRESS BOX, AND POSTGAME MEDIA. THESE WILL BE COLOR-CODED FOR EACH GAME.
- FIELD LEVEL CREDENTIAL: ACCESS TO FIELD LEVEL BUT MUST STAY BEHIND BARRICADES. THESE WILL BE COLOR-CODED FOR EACH GAME.
- SIDELINE CREDENTIAL: ACCESS TO FIELD LEVEL AND MAY BE INSIDE BARRICADES ON SIDELINE BEHIND DOTTED LINE BUT OUTSIDE TEAM BOX. THESE WILL BE COLOR-CODED FOR EACH GAME.
- WHITE WRISTBANDS: HIGH SCHOOLS RECRUITS — NORTH EZ BLEACHERS EITHER SIDE OF BAND
- RED WRISTBANDS: PITT CREW – SOUTHWEST CORNER OF FIELD IN BLEACHERS
- SOUTH EZ TICKET: SOUTH EZ BLEACHERS OR STANDING IN SOUTH EZ
- SRO TICKET: SRO AREAS IN STADIUM OR SOUTH EZ